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Web designer average salary us

$50,838Avg. Base salary (USD) The average salary of a web designer is $50,838 $499-$15kEXPLORE BY: An entry-level Web Designer with less than 1 year experience can expect to earn an average total compensation (includes tips, bonuses and overtime pay) of $43,286 based on 129
salaries. An early career Web Designer with 1-4 years experience earns an average total compensation of $48,459 based on 1,362 salaries. A mid-career ... Read moreA web designer develops, creates and encodes web pages and associated apps for individuals, businesses, and other
devices. They work with their customers to provide technical and graphic aspects of the website or application. Some web designers also help maintain the website of their customer once it is completed. As more and more websites require mobile touchscreen availability, web designers
should be able to code websites that are simultaneously compatible with this platform as well. This is a ... Read moreTell us about your job and pay factors like skills and trainingFind your market worth with a report tailored to youAdd your salary with confidence3.7 out of 5Highly
Satisfied68ReviewsBased on 385 responses, the job of Web Designer has received a job satisfaction rating of 3.72 out of 5. On average, web designers are very happy with their jobs. Prefer to self-define0.5% The average salary for a web designer in the United States is about $17.56 per
hour. Avg WageWeb designers earn an average hourly wage of $17.56. Wages typically start from $13.59 an hour and go up to $35.10 an hour. Approximate values based on the highest and lowest earnings segments. State Name Average salary Arizona $41,564 California $41,299
Colorado $41,345 Florida $34,827 Georgia $41,769 Illinois $47,448 Indiana $34,500 Massachusetts $45,154 Maryland $41,040 Michigan $37,548 Minnesota $41,600 Missouri $27,040 North Carolina $40,139 New Jersey $35,733 New York $45,152 Ohio $38,341 Oregon $42,972
Pennsylvania $51,319 Tennessee $27,27,000 040 Texas $38,243 Utah $41,646 Virginia $41,915 Washington $46,973 Some web designers work with programmers and might not need specialized programming knowledge. Other web designers can specialize in the technical side of things
and work with graphics pros who produce and lay the visuals that the web designer can then translate into code. According to BLS, web designers can either work for a company and develop material for different websites or build websites for clients as self-employed freelancers. According
to the American Institute of Graphic Arts, solo designers who freelanced or worked under contract with another company reported median earnings of $62,000-$65,000 (in 2013). BLS employment figures show that California employed the largest number of designers. Other states with high
employment of web designers include New York, Texas, Florida, Washington and Illinois. Web designer tend to stay pretty close to the cost of living in their state, according to figures released by Missouri Missouri research and information centre in 2014. Below are four of the highest-paying
geographic areas and how they rank on affordability in the latest MERIC report (out of 51 total regions): Washington, D.C.: 50 Massachusetts: 43 Maryland: 41 Washington: 36 Web designers earn about the same as related careers in the United States. On average, they do less than
technical support specialists, but more than desktop publishers. Source: CareerExplorer (Aggregated) See vacancies with the many years of experience that are relevant to you at IndeedEntry LevelMid LevelSenior LevelShow several nearby cities Were this information useful? Was the
benefit information helpful? Based on 255 ratings51% of web designers in the U.S. think that their salary is enough for the cost of living in their areaWas this information useful? Was this information useful? How do I know if I'm being paid fairly as a web designer? If you're unsure what
salary is appropriate for a position, visit Indeed's Salary Calculator to get a free, personalized grade based on your location, industry and experience. Was this response helpful? YesNo This article is part of our Pay series where we break down wages in tech. Finding a way to balance a
stable paycheck with work that lets you show off your creativity and design sensies is a perennial challenge for creative types, but it's a challenge that can be more than met with a career in web design. Working as a web designer involves crafting a website layout, color palette, font set,
and visual themes, which are then brought to life with code by a web developer. It all sounds good, but I'm sure you wonder how much a web designer actually does. Is this really one of those elusive creative jobs that pays enough to cover the bills? The answer is quite simple, yes, but there
is more to it than that. Here's what you can expect to serve as a web designer, what kind of skills you need to get there, and a few tips and tricks to maximize the flexibility and benefits of the job. What is a Web Designer Salary? $42,000+ (on average in the U.S. for entry-level web designer
positions) Getting the most basic part of the issue out of the way first, according to Indeed.com the average entry-level web designer rate per hour is $22.62, which over the course of a year averages out to a salary of $42,934. Yes, there are tech roles that pay more, but if you're someone
with a background in traditional print or graphic design, a leap to web design can be a pretty seamless transition. And - unlike the traditional jobs than can be hit or miss as the media continues to go more and more digital- web design jobs are plentiful, with Indeed.com listing over 15,000



posts as in this writing. $53,877+ (average in the US for senior positions with 3+ years of web design experience) When you have three or more years of experience in the field and can for senior positions, Indeed's average salary moves up to $53,877 (and (and as high as $118,809 for
senior designers who add UX design skills and experience to their resume). Average prices vary based on geography Finally web design salaries also vary based on your geographic area (or geography of the company you are applying for if you work remotely). Here's an overview of how
average entry-level wages vary between east and west coast (New York and Los Angeles) and between high cost of living city and low cost of living city (we've used San Francisco and Salt Lake City as our examples). New York: $62,237 Los Angeles: $41,452 San Francisco: $66,240 Salt
Lake City: $60,230 And if you're wondering what specific skills you'll need to start working in web design and making those salaries? Look no further than our free web design career guide. Meanwhile, all the design skills described by the guide are covered in our Skillcrush Web Designer
Blueprint – an online course that can be completed in three months by spending only one hour a day on the materials. Flexibility-The hidden part of a web design salary Another factor that brings variation to web design salaries is the fact that web design work is not always a single
obligation to a company paying a fixed wage. Yes, it's possible to get a job as a web designer who works for a company, however – like any creative job web design can be a freelance career where the amount of income you put in will depend on the number of clients you land and the
amount of work you're interested in and willing to do. It also means that web design potential for freelance flexibility is as much a perk as the actual salary you will make. If you are only looking for part-time work to bring in extra income on top of a day job (or beyond parenting or other
domestic work), web design is a solid side hustle choice. And if you're a multifaceted designer with lots of creative irons in the fire, but you're looking for an anchor gig to be your primary source of income, web design may fit that bill, too. Web design's scalability allows you to pursue the level
of income that is specific to your needs, which is as important a point as average starting salaries. If page hustling or freelancing as a web designer is talking to you, we've got you covered with this guide to calculating your own freelance rate. And remember – whether you're hoping to step
aside with hustle, freelance, or find a full-time job at one company – Skillcrush Web Designer Blueprint will teach you the skills you need to get there. Web design offers passionate creators a modern, unique way to express their creativity and skills in visual design. It's an exciting career,
especially in this era of growth in web design and development. Any web designer will tell you that the job has its Downs. But when that's what you really want to do, it can be a satisfying obsession. But here's the big question: Does a website designer's salary pay the bills? What kind of pay
can you expect to make if you decide to take the plunge a web design career? The answer is that it depends on a lot of factors. Whether you're becoming a freelancer, taking a full-time position, or working with WordPress, we've collected salaries for web designers at all experience levels.
Now let's see if it's worth the effort to learn. What do you need to be a web designer? Before you worry about how much a web designer does, what about the job requirements? Unless you meet them, you won't be able to break into the industry at all. Before applying for your first web
design job, be prepared with these key skills. Firstly, education. It is not strictly necessary to have a degree, and employers are increasingly hiring based solely on experience and talent. Still, it takes a gamble, so, at a minimum, expect to have an associate degree in design, computer
technology, or other related skills. A bachelor's degree would be even better. Check out our guide with the best web design online courses. With or without a degree, you need experience, and you should create a portfolio to show off your previous work. A good portfolio can single-handedly
get you hired. Lately, to become a web designer, you need to use a wide range of skills, some technical and some creative. Graphic Design Skills Skills with Web Design Tools (Photoshop, Sketch, InVision Studio, etc.) Some front-end programming knowledge: HTML, CSS, JavaScript, etc.
Teamwork and communication skills An understanding of web standards like SEO, accessibility and other protocols. The daily tasks of a Web designer As a web designer vary your tasks depending on how far you are to a project. You can spend an entire working day fine-tuning sketches
and wire frames for a client or others that encode entire mockups in HTML. Start by learning the tools of the trade. The traditional Adobe suite (Photoshop, InDesign, XD, Dreamweaver) is what many web designers still stick to. There are plenty of cheaper alternatives out there, though.
These include Sketch, Figma, InVision Studio, GIMP, UXPin and many more. It's important to download a few coding languages as well. HTML, CSS and JavaScript are a must. Frames and libraries like Bootstrap are worth looking at too. In addition, you can choose to learn languages like
PHP, Python or Ruby. It's all good to know the tools, but what do web designers do with them? Most projects follow a similar process. First: Concept phase. This is where communication skills come into the world. You will work with others to come up with a website concept, project/branding
guidelines, and deadlines. This is just outlining the scope of the project and bouncing ideas around. Then the real work begins. You will outline site design and make wireframes until you narrow down a more concrete idea. You can create a sitemap to better understand how everything will
be posted. Then: Mockups. These are more in-depth ideas about what the actual website will look like, you still will be getting lots of client input. Input. You want to change up colors, positioning, typography, and other design elements to perfection. Once you have a working website with
developers' help, it's time to do testing, followed by the launch. Make sure everything works as it should and nothing was left out. It is the usual process of website creation on the designer's end. The average Web Designer salary While there are several factors that will determine what kind
of salary you can expect to earn – the amount of experience, skill or platform – it is good to know the average salary of most designers. This will give you an idea of what you can expect to do once you have established yourself. You can also compare it to the average salary of other jobs
you're interested in and see which one pays best. For example, a web developer's salary tends to range from $60k-$75k/year. How does a web design salary compare? Glassdoor: $53k/year, with a low of $38k and a high of $74k. Payscale: $51k/year, with a low of $35k and a high of $74k.
Ziprecruiter: $60k/year, with a low $21k and a high of $114k. Salary.com: $65k/year, with a low of $50k and a high of $77k. Putting all this data together, the average annual salary for a web designer would be about $57k. Average web designer salary These sites are collections of self-
reported salaries from designers all over the world. It's not as official as data collected by the government, but you can assume that it's pretty accurate with some margin of error. Compared to what experienced web developers earn, this salary is not great. But while the industry values web
design less than the development page, you won't make pennies for your work. You should be able to earn a bedyg, salary when you have a steady income. It's also a very well-paid job in visual arts - you'll do more than graphic designers, artists, illustrators or photographers. WebDesign
vs. UI Design vs. UX Design Payroll Web design and UI/UX design go hand in hand. Most designers know enough about UI to come by, but it's an intricate enough job that you can choose to focus on it as a career. Think of UI/UX design as a specialized form of web design. UI or User
Interface, designers create site interfaces. They are the ones who perfect the exact distance, layout and interactions of a site. While web designers work on the big picture, choosing colors or general layout of items, UI designers handle the smallest details. Glassdoor: $85k/year, with a low
of $59k and a high of $128k. Payscale: $64k/year, with a low of $44k and a high of $92k. Actually: $87k/year. Average this and you get a UI designer salary of $79k/year. Then there are UX designers. While UI designers make these details look better, it's UX designer's job to do better.
They ensure it feels good to navigate the site, and animations trigger just the right time for a perfect experience. Glassdoor: $ with a low of $59k and a high of $128k. Payscale: $74k/year, with a low of $50k and a high high $108k. Actually: $103k/year. The area here varies quite a bit, but on
average you can make $87k per year. Lately, there are UI/UX designers combined. These two jobs have a lot of overlap, so many designers choose to specialize in both. Glassdoor: $85k/year, with a low of $59k and a high of $128k. Actually: $87k/year to $103k/year. ZipRecruiter:
$96k/year, with a low of $34k and a high of $150k. Average up, this makes $89k per year for UI/UX designers. UI and UX designer salary As you can see, UI/UX designers earn a bit more than web designers. This is probably because it is a more specialized job that requires more
experience and because it is more in demand in larger projects. Every project, large or small, needs a web designer. But it's the bigger, better paying jobs that will hire more designers of different specialties. Web Design Salary of experience experience level is another factor that will have a
big impact on how much you make as a web designer. More experience means better pay. As a junior, you have less than three years of experience. You should know generally how web design works, and might have a project or two under the belt, but quotas will be made to help you
adapt to your business. Glassdoor: $50k/year, with a low of $36k and a high of $70k. Linkedin: $41k/year, with a low of $31k and a high of $58k. Payscale: $40k/year, with a low of $30k and a high of $59k. ZipRecruiter: $45k/year, with a low of $31k and a high of $59k. Overall, junior
designers make about $44k per year, much less than the average for designers as a whole. Junior web designer salary Seniors, on the other hand, generally have 5+ years of experience. You should know what you are doing before then and have worked on lots of projects before. This
comes with the bonus of a much higher salary. Glassdoor: $64k/year, with a low of $46k and a high of $90k. Payscale: $71k/year, with a low of $50k and a high of $98k. ZipRecruiter: $82k/year, with a low of $42k and a high of $130k. It makes $72k/year for senior web designers, nearly
$30k more than juniors. Senior web designer salary As expected, juniors make slightly less than the average web design salary and seniors do a bit more. It's not an explosion of extra income, but you can definitely expect to make better money once you've broken into the industry.
Freelancing Web Design Salary Junior and senior positions are exclusive to paid positions in companies. Many potential designers choose to become freelancers instead, find clients and take on projects on their own initiative. How much can you expect to do then? Freelance web designer
wages Glassdoor: $79k/year, with a low of $58k and a high of $110k. ZipRecruiter: $56k/year, with a low of $24k and a high of $112k. There is not a lot of data that many freelancers do not report their salary, and the income range can be quite variable. But successful freelancers apparently
do more than designers, earning $68k/year. If you excel nailing customers, your salary can actually be quite good. It's certainly not as reliable as a paid job, but many people have managed to make a good living off freelancing. WordPress Web Designer Salary WordPress web designers
have a unique set of skills to better work with the popular platform. You can work with HTML and CSS to design websites within WordPress' interface, or even pick up a bit of Javascript and PHP to become a theme designer. Here's how much you'll earn doing it. Glassdoor: $53k/year, with a
low of $38k and a high of $74k. ZipRecruiter: $55k/year, with a low of $31k and a high of $91k. Payscale: $45k/year, with a low of $33k and a high of $64k. That means WordPress designers earn about $51k/year. WordPress web designer salary WordPress web design and development is
a somewhat oversaturated field. It's one of the easiest platforms to get started on, especially for freelancers. But that means lots of competition. Don't expect to earn a ton unless you are unique in design and self-marketing. Hybrid Designer-Developer Salary One would think someone who
could handle all aspects of web design would be a rare and well appreciated item. It takes a lot of skills to be a web designer who can also code, or a programmer who can also design. They are even known as unicorns in the web development community because of how rare they are. But
is the salary worthwhile? Glassdoor: $58k/year, with a low of $39k and a high of $84k. Payscale: $58k/year, with a low of $39k and a high of $89k. The salaries listed here were very similar, so you can assume an average salary of $58k/year. Hybrid designer developer salary Hybrid
designers and developers definitely earn above average salary, but for twice the amount of work, you're not getting double the salary. If you enjoy making small websites by yourself this may be a job worth pursuing, but most of the time your extra assets will go unused. Many people would
prefer to hire separate designers and developers anyway. And on bigger projects, there's no way you'll be able to handle everything by yourself. While it can help you as a designer know how developers handle things, and it also allows you to implement your own ideas faster, it's probably
better to stick with one or the other. Despite having some coding ability with front-end languages, like Javascript, CSS, and HTML, is highly desirable and can increase your chances of getting hired. Web Designer vs Web Developer Salary Web Designers unfortunately tend to do less than
their programming counterparts. But how big is the difference? On average, web developers make 60k-75k a year, while web designers make only about $57k/year. The difference here is pretty big. In addition, there are other factors to look at. Junior developers make on average $55k/year,
while seniors make $92k/year. That's compared to $44k/year and $72k/year on same experience level for designers. Developers start by doing more and ramp ramp income faster. Last, freelancing web developers make $72k-$75k/year, while freelance designers make only $68k/year. Both
are just as necessary to create a successful website, so why the discrepancy? Unfortunately, many creative jobs just don't pay well and design work tends to be underrated. To be fair, developers need to master several complicated programming languages and learn how to apply them. But
both jobs certainly require a lot of skill. That doesn't mean web designers earn anything like that at all. You can still make a lot of money, especially if you dive into higher paying areas like UI/UX design or mobile application design. If you would be happy to do either job, it might be worth
pursuing development just for the higher salary. But designers are just as necessary, and if that's the job you want to do, there's no need to give up on it. Do you have to be a web designer? Knowing that developers make more money, you might ask: is web design the career I want to
pursue? While web developers generally do more on average, that's no need to throw out your dream career for something potentially incompatible. These two do very different things in the process of setting up the website. Developers work with complex programming languages to create
sensible implementations of a design, while designers take a more visual approach with a focus on creating functional beauty. Designers do the planning, and developers take care to do. Many of the skills required to be a designer or developer overlap, but much of what you do on a day-to-
day basis is completely different. If you are more comfortable with planning and visual learning, large images over small details, web design would be perfect for you. If you are unhappy with the salary, consider specializing. A jack-of-all-trades web designer is common, not so much a skilled
UX designer or mobile designer. There is money to be made by narrowing and perfecting your skills. Web development is a growing industry, and where there are developers, they need designers. If this is the career you want, the pay is fair and the industry is growing. Now is a good time to
become a web designer! Summary Web design is certainly not the highest paying job in its field, but that doesn't mean it's not worth pursuing. You can make a great career out of it, especially if you're pursuing niche areas like UI/UX design. The more experience you have, the more you will
earn. Web designers on average make $57k/year. This will be influenced by factors such as your position in the company if you specialize in something like UI design or which platforms you choose to work with. Starting out you will probably earn less but stick to the field and you can
definitely do more. Don't undersell yourself, know what rates you should work for, and learn the best practices for your industry. Success as a is more than possible if you know how to apply yourself. If you enjoyed this article, then you will love Kinsta's WordPress WordPress Platform.
Turbocharge your website and get 24/7 support from our veteran WordPress team. Our Google Cloud-powered infrastructure focuses on automatic scaling, performance, and security. Let's show you the Kinsta difference! See our plans
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